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General
.Modern F'alconers have but scratched the smface of the potential sport which
is inherent. We have better trapping methods than 'have ever been used in History
and the records of peregrines
trapped in a day by our Eastern Colleagues would
make Ghengis Khan burn with envy. Our transportation
makes every man the
equivalent of a. King in ancient times as far as variation in quarry or type of falcon
used is concerned. This includes the gyrfalcon since it is now possible to drive to
the habitat of the Grey Gyrfalcon in Alaska.
As our game population goes down with increasing densities of population we
find such birds as the crow on the increase.
It means that we will always have
quarry and sport if we can conserve the breeding falcons which are still with us.
Falconers stand in a better position to lead such a movement than any other phase
of interested
society. This organization
lead so ably by Colonel Meredith will be
the major factor in such a movement.
Public interest runs high but we have a problem of .writers who exploit the
Art without sufficient knowledge or feeling for the sport to do anything but make
what I call. a "dollar without integrity".
All Falconers who have felt the most
wonderful field combination of Falcon and man in hunting, know that in the long
run we can bring the sport and the status of raptorial birds in general to its proper
level. At the same time we will be able to enjoy our association with nature's flashiest flourish, the family of falcons.
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Furniture and Fittings
by R. L. Meredith
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Most falconers, sooner or later, develop their own preferences regarding furniture
and fittings.
The following remarks are for those with open minds and for beginners.
As most are aware, the hood is the most important
single item. But as many
beginners do not seem to be aware, a properly fitting hood for the individual bird,
like a pair of shoes, is essential.
It goes without saying that a hood should completely shut off all light from
the eyes and do so without the slightest chance of touching- the eye itself. Ample
clearance around the eye is insured by bossing the hood out. It isn't always so
clear, however, to the tyro that the fit should .be such as to cause no discomfort
whatever to the bird. Suppliers of hoods, as a rule, generally cut the beak opening
small so that it may be cut by the falconer to fit the individual bird for which it
is intended. But the novice, with his first bird and first hood!, and without some
one to instruct him doesn't always know this. Consequently he will force the hood
on, causing pain and discomfort and thus insure that his hawk will be hoodshy
from the beginning.
The opening for the beak should fit snugly, but not press or cut into the cere
and soft parts around the beak. These parts are very sensitive and! there is nothing
which will make a hawk hoodshy so quickly as an ill-fitting
hood. Neither should
it be so tight around the back of the head as to cause discomfort.
Pressure
on
that part of the skull containing the ears can actually cause injury. Some of you
may have noticed a bird which, when hooded, turns its head slowly and. then jerks
it back as though dizzy. It is the writer's belief that this is caused by pressure
of the hood on that part of the skull wherein are located the semicircular
canals,
which are the seat of balance, and the pressure of the hood 'has upset this sense.
In general, the hood should be light and easy in fit consistent with sufficient
tightness around the neck so that it cannot be easily scratched off. I have made
as many as three hoods for one bird before being satisfied with the final fit.
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It is a good idea, when first breaking a bird to the hood, to use one which is
looser and with a larger beak opening than the one which will be permanent
for
that bird. She will learn to accept it without attempting
to avoid it. Contrary to
some works on falconry, little or no skill is necessary to hood a hawk which lias
been properly broken to the hood in the first place. The hood can be brought up
slowly and placed on her head as easily as though she were a mounted bird. There
are those who pride themselves upon skill and dexterity approaching sleight of hand
in hooding. The author maintains that if the bird had been properly broken to the
hood in the first place such tactics wou.ld be unnecessary.
On the other hand, if
she has acquired a dislike of the hood by having had a tight and ill-fitting
one
jammed on her head when first caught, she may be hoodshy from then on. Then,
unless the hoodshyness can be overcome, it will take all one's skill and patience to
hood her. No bird can be said to like being hooded, but one which is properly broken
to it will accept it without bating or attE:mpting to avoid it.
The Dutch type of hood is not recommended to those who wish to make their
own hoods. They are much too difficult to make, although there are several American
falconers who do a very creditable job. The most beautiful
example I have seen,
not excepting the famous Mollen hoods, was one made by R. M. Widmeier.
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The Indian type hood is easily made, but having no traces, the hawk can get
it off rather easily. A combination
type, which incorporates
the advantages
of the
Dutch and Indian types has, however, been work out over the years.
The first
pattern of this I saw was in the treatise by Salvin and Broderick.
Subsequent modifications have been shown in the journal of the British Falconers
Club.
Illustrated
is a pattern
for a tiercel.
It was tailored to fit a particular
bird
I now have in my possession.
That it will fit any tiercel I will not say. Modifications
in size may be necessary, but it will serve as a start.
A metal or plastic form over
which the hood may be stretched
is necessary
to produce a finished product.
The
resultant hood is light in weight, comfortable
and almost impossible for the bird to
remove. The beak opening is large enough to permit easy feeding and the bird
can eject a medium sized casting through it.
It is difficult to prescribe the type of leather as any good tooling leather may
be used. I prefer a piece about one-sixteenth
of an inch thick and with a certain
amount of stiffness.
It should be easy to sew without danger of the stitches pulling
out and workable, so that it may be molded when wet and retain its shape when dry.
The outline of the hood, including the beak opening, is traced on· the leather
and, with the exce,ption ,01f t1he beak op,ening, cut out. It is better to cut the beak
opening after the hood is stretched and dried over the form. Otherwise it is almost
sure to stretch out of shape.
The seam is sewed with the inside of the hood turned out so that when it is
turned right side out the ridge formed by the seam is inside.
This ridge is pounded
:flat against the form while damp. Dental floss is an excellent thread for sewing.
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Hood made from illustrated
fit on peregrine
tiercel.

pattern

showing

Use two small blunt needles, one on each end of the thread and start at the top
of the seam. With a small sharp awl pierce both thicknesses
of the leather and
pass the needle through
to the halfway
point of the thread.
The next hole is
pierced as close lo· the edge and as close to the first hole as possible without tearing
out. One needle is passed through
and then the other needle passed through
the
same hole from the opposite
side and the thread
drawn tight.
This process is
repeated until the bottom of the hood is reached and the threads are tied together.
When both seams are finished, wet the hood, turn it right side out and pu]l it over
the form, being sure to get it straight.
Allow it to partly dry and then pound the
seam down with a small hammer until it lies flat and the hood conforms to the
mold. Allow it to dry on the form. The ridge formed by the seam will be well
flattened so that there is no chance of it touching the eye. If properly sewn, no•
threads should be exposed on the outside of the hood. This is a decided advantage
because it precludes the chance of a bird cutting the threads
with its talons by
scratching at the hood. Likewise, if threads are exposed, the point of a talon may
get caught and the bird may pull the hood off.
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If the leather seems too soft the hood may be stiffened by spraying it with
an acrylic resin spray called Krylon which comes in a self-contained
can similar to
insecticide
bombs. Before spraying,
however, about a quarter of an inch around
the beak opening should be masked with ta1)e so that the spray does not get on
this part. Otherwise the edge of the b~ak opening will be too hard a,1d the sharp
edge is liable to eut the soft parts aro1-mci the hawk's mouth and beak.
It is eonsidered impractical
to try and make satisfactory
illustrations
of the
hood forms.
So the writer has loaned his forms to Mr. Fred Q. Casler who is
going to experiment in duplicating them in a hard plastic. If this turns out satisfactorily, they can be made available to those who want to make their own hcods,
ai cost plus mailing charges.
lt is assumed that no one who has never seen a hood will attempt to make one.
So, instead of giving directions and illustrations
about making and putting in the
traces, it is suggested that a hood be examined to learn how this is done. The
smooth side of the trace should be to,vards the hawk's head as it is less likely
that feathers will be drawn in when the traces are tightened.
If a feather is drawn
in, it must be a source of irritation
to the bird while the hood is on and is likely
to be pulled out when the hood is removed.
It would seem to be unnecessary to mention that the jesses and leash should be
made of as strong and soft a leather as can be obtained. Elk or elk tanned cowhide
are generally satisfactory.
To further soften and preserve them they should be well
greased and I have found Huberd's shoe grease good. When the Hawk is on the
block taking a bath from time to time the alternate
wetting and drying tends to
wealrnn the leather and remove the greasr.:!. So they should be re-greased occasionally
and also examined for signs of weakneE·:, and replaced if necessary.
There is no
greater
sin which a :falconer can commit than having a falcon or hawk escape
with a broken leash hang·ing from the Gwivel. The bird is almost sure to get hung
"JP sooner or later and, if not discovered, die a miserable death.
No type of swivel has stood the test of time so well as the old fashioned figure
eight type. Some you11g falcc-ners, with thoughts
cf making it easier, have used
snap swivels only to find the leash rnay get twisted around the spring and they
find their bird gone. The figure eight swivel is easily made by sawing sections from
a piece of one-half inch brass tubing, shaping the haives and riveting together.
A
one-eighth inch rivet is OK. The hole in one of the swivel halves is drilled with
sufficient clearance so that it turns easily upon the rivet. The hole in the other half
is a tight fit for that end of the rivet '.vhich is to be peaned. After pear.ing the end
and allowing sufficient length of rivet so that the swivel turns freely the peaned
end should be silver soldered, making sure in the process not to solder the two
halves together.
This soldering (and it should be silver solder) is double insurance
against t11e rivet working loose and the swivel corning apart.
Instances of prized
birds being lost when the owner is absent due to breakage of the swivel are all too
frequent.
It -would probably be better, if you are not of a mechanical turn oi mind,
tc obtain your swivels from someon2 who knows how to make them.
Nearly all the books on falconry give illufstrations of various types of blocks
and directions for making them. Padding on the top is recommended as a preventive
of corns. At the risk of being- labeled a heretic I venture to disagree with this
theory. It stands to reason that, if a padded perch was necessary to prevent corns,
most wild falcons which are constantly
perching on rocks would have them. But
when they perch they land as light as a feather.
Likewise, you may notice that when
a falcon returns to the block it lands easily. The conclusion is obvious. Corns are
the result of bird bating on hard ground or along an unpadded screen perch. It
is the sudden blow to the bottom of tht foot due to being brought down at the
end of a leash. For this reason a bird should al ways be set out on a deep, well
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cushioned lawn and never upon bare ground or a floor upon which it can bate.
Padding the screen perch is a different matter.
Some falcons, if left unhooded in
the light upon the screen perch, become restless and will bate along it. Each time
they bate there is a blow on the bottom o:f the foot. So padding is called for. Along
the top side of the pole a longitudinal
groove should be cut with a gouge. Fill
this with some resilient material, such as foam rubber, to restore the original contour
of the pole and cover it so that it cannot come out. A heavy gunny sack with
the e~ds open can be slipped over the pole to form the screen. A length of firewood
or other suitable weight is put in the bottom to make it hang straight.
Slits are
cut so that the leash may be tied around the perch.
Some of you may have wondered, as I have, how a wild falcon keeps is beak
short and sharp. Breaking bones at every meal doubtless contributes to keeping the
beak wo:m down, but it also appears plausible that the habit of f'eaking her beak
upon a rock or upon gritty ground m'.ly help to sharpen it. With this thought in
mind I have been using blocks made from an old grindstone.
In order to preclude
undue blunting of the talons a thin piece of cork tile or gasket material is cemented
upon the top and tapered towards the edges so that when the falcon wipes its beak
it does so upon the stone. The block is mounted upon a one-half inch iron spike.
A ring to which the leash may be tied is welded or brazed to a. sleeve which turns
easily upon the spike. There should also be a sleeve welded to the spike below the
one which turns which will act as a stop in case the spike s,ould come loose in the
ground. It should be high enough above the ground level to prevent the ring from
becoming fouled in the grass.
I have noticed rnme falconers
(who should know
better) push the spike into the gTOund around a loose fitting ring and the only
thin.g between the bird and freedom ( with leash and ring attached) is the not-always
certainty of the spike remaining secure in the ground.
Unless you prefer to keep your birds hooded when unattended
upon the screen
perch, you should bE:. able to completely darken the room wherein it is located.
Some birds are known as "feather breakers"
being- restless and prone to excessive
bating on the screen perch when the room is lighted. Even though hooded there is
always the chance that the hood may be removed. But a darkened hawk room will
insure that they remain quiet. A falcon should not be left unhooded upon the block
on the lawn during the twilight hours. All her instincts tell her to seek a safe,
high and dry perch for the night and she will do a lot of unnecessary
bating.
So
take them up and put them inside in the darkened room early enough to avoid this
restlessness.
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